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Equilibrium Exchange Rates in a Multi-Country
Model: An Econometric Study
By

Hans-Jiirg Btittler and Bernd Schips
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Application. - IV. The Simulation Model. - V. Equilibrium Exchange Rates. - VI.
Concluding Remarks. - Appendix.
I. Introduction

S

ince the introduction of floating exchange rates among the world's
principal currencies in 1973, more and more observers have been alarmed
by the violent swings in exchange rates. Much concern centers on the
question of whether a particular currency is persistently overvalued or
undervalued. According to Williamson [1985, p. 9], "it is important to distinguish
between short-term volatility and persistent misalignments. By volatility is
meant the amount of short-run variability in the exchange rate from hour to
hour, day to day, week to week, or month to month. By misalignment is
meant a persistent departure of the exchange rate from its long-run equilibrium level".
At the outset of the flexible exchange rate system, it was believed that
persistent misalignment would not occur, whereas moderate volatility was
regarded as a necessary but undesirable feature of this system. However, there
is some empirical evidence to support the view that both volatility and
persistent misalignment increased during the period of floating exchange
rates in the same order of magnitude as in the breakdown stage of the
Bretton-Woods system, drawing the attention of recent economic analysis
more to the cost of misalignments. Equilibrium exchange rates not only serve
as a basis for assessing the cost of misalignments but also as a basis for a
recently discussed target zone system for managed floating, or as a tool for
monitoring domestic policy effects on exchange rates ("overshooting").
Moreover, the publication of equilibrium exchange rates would provide
public information, which the single agent can only obtain at a high cost. To
quote from Williamson [1985, p. 91]: "One idea (due to Paul Armington) is
Remark: Paper presented at the Fifth International Symposium on Forecasting held in Montreal,
Canada, June 1985. The estimation results are contingent upon the data which were publicly
available in August 1985 when the simulation was completed. - We thank R. Reichmuth for
transferring data between computers and for providing the corresponding software, as well as
I. Abrahamsen for computational assistance and for producing the computer charts.
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that the IMF might be instructed to start calculating a set of equilibrium
exchange rates, and publishing them in International Financial Statistics.
The aim would be not just to provide a practical test of the feasibility of
providing estimates of the type that would be essential to implement a target
zone system, but also to meet the clear and present worldwide need, felt by
budgeting, planning, and contracting departments of a host of organizations
engaged in continuing international transactions, for valid exchange rates
sustainable in the medium term. This is the minimal step that those
dissatisfied with the operation of floating exchange rates should seek in the
immediate future".
The purpose of this paper is to compute equilibrium exchange rates in a
multi-country model for the U.S. dollar, Japanese yen, German mark,
Canadian dollar, pound sterling, Swiss franc, and a composite currency for
the rest of the world to be called ROW. Equilibrium exchange rates are
defined as those rates which would prevail if (i) all countries' current
accounts were balanced, (ii) countries' real incomes were adjusted for
changes in the current account, and (Hi) countries' other domestic variables
remained constant. In other words, we look at external equilibrium of the
world economy assumed to be stationary in the medium run.
There are, at least, four motives for considering the balanced current
account in order to define equilibrium exchange rates in the medium term.
Firstly, the justification of foreign market interventions by central banks has
mostly relied on the notion that, when the domestic currency was misaligned
against currencies of major trading partners, the home country's competitiveness in international trade would be distorted, leading to undesired current
account imbalances. The same argument might apply to the (quite frequent)
realignments of exchange rates in the European Monetary System. Secondly,
the computation of purchasing power parity rates requires a starting point,
for which a state of both internal and external equilibrium in the economy is
assumed [Niehans, 1984; Begg, 1982]. Thirdly, in the portfolio approach to
the determination of exchange rates, the (long-run) expected exchange rate is
interpreted either as the absolute purchasing power parity rate [for instance
in Frankel, 1979] or as the exchange rate evaluated at a balanced current
account [for instance in Hooper, Morton, 1982]. Fourthly, in models which
(i) consider the accumulation of net claims on foreigners due to an excess of
domestic saving over domestic investment and (ii) deal with a stationary
economy [for instance in Calvo, Rodriguez, 1977; Niehans, 1977; Dornbusch, Fischer, 1980], the exchange rate is defined to be in (external)
equilibrium if the current account is balanced. In the very long run, however,
it is conceivable that a country's international claims or liabilities could
increase at the balanced growth rate of the world economy, yielding a
permanent current account surplus or deficit [Niehans, 1985]. Considering
the more realistic case of countries growing at different rates, it would seem
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impossible to determine a priori which country will be a net creditor or
debtor over the course of time, unless either a model incorporating domestic
savings, investment, and government budget deficits or a normative criterion
is used. Williamson [1985], for instance, computes the size of desired current
account balances of several principal OECD countries on the basis of some
personal judgements. Since it is beyond the scope of this paper to deal with
domestic commodities and financial assets markets, balanced current accounts are used to define medium-term external equilibrium in this paper,
while noting that the multi-country model can be applied to simulate
exchange rates for any current-account target.
The outline of the paper is organized as follows. The next section
describes the demand-oriented multi-country equilibrium model, which
adopts a middle course between a large-scale general equilibrium econometric model such as the Federal Reserve Board's Multi-Country Model (MCM)
(for the original version see Berner et al. [1976] ; for a more recent version see
Hooper et al. [1983]) and a pure simulation model such as the Multilateral
Exchange Rate Model (MERM) of the International Monetary Fund [Artus,
Rhomberg, 1973; Artus, McGuirk, 1981]. The model explains each country's
bilateral merchandise trade and each country's aggregate flows of the
remaining current-account items. In the third section, 48 import and 6 export
functions are estimated for the period 1976:1 - 1983:4. The simulation model to
be described in Section IV consists of 97 simultaneous equations for the six
unknown reference exchange rates (U.S. dollar prices of foreign currencies),
that is, 54 estimated import and export functions and 43 identities for the
bilateral exchange rates. The reduced form is a system of six highly non-linear
equations for six unknowns. The model which is fully interdependent with
regard to exchange rates is solved for the equilibrium exchange rates in
Section V at each of the 32 points of time. Although no solution is obtained
for five observations, it is, to our knowledge, the first multi-country econometric model that has been solved simultaneously for exchange rates.
Williamson [1985, p. 35], for instance, reports that attempts to run simulations on two of the large-scale multi-country econometric models have failed,
so that in the end only the MERM has been employed.
II. The Multi-Country Model
There are n (groups of) countries each producing two homogeneous (groups
of) commodities: an internationally tradeable commodity Xj (i := 1.. n) the
price of which in terms of domestic currency is pt (i := 1.. n) and an
internationally non-tradeable commodity Hj (i := 1.. n) the price of which in
terms of domestic currency is rç (i := 1.. n). The exchange rate e^ (i,j := 1.. n,
i £ j) is defined as the price of one unit of the jth currency in terms of the ith
currency. For instance, if index i refers to the U.S. and index j to Japan, then e^
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denotes the U.S. dollar price of the Japanese yen and e^ the Japanese-yen
price of the U.S. dollar. To simplify the notation, the own-currency price of
the home currency, defined to be one, is introduced:
eii:=l,

(i:=l..n)

(1)

By the triangular arbitrage condition, any exchange rate can be written in
terms of a reference currency, the kth currency, say:
(i,j,k:=l..n)

ki

(2)

For instance, if indices i, j, and k refer to Switzerland, Germany and the
United States, respectively, then (2) tells us that the Swiss-franc price of the
German mark is equal to the ratio of the U.S. dollar price of the German
mark to the U.S. dollar price of the Swiss franc. Neglecting transportation
costs and import tariffs, the price of the imported good from the jth country in
terms of the ith currency (p^) is equal to the price of the imported good in
terms of its own currency multiplied by the corresponding exchange rate:
PÜ := eu?;,

(i,j := K . n)

(3)

Each country's current account is divided up into the trade balance and
the aggregate balance of services, factor incomes, and unrequited transfers.
The latter will henceforth be called the "services balance" for short. The trade
balance is further partitioned into the bilateral flows of traded goods, for the
more the trade balance is disaggregated in empirical application, the bigger
will the total price effect on imports and exports become, implying that
system stability can more likely be attained. Krelle, Sarrazin [1983], for
instance, found that the Marshall/Lerner condition was violated when
aggregate imports and exports were estimated for Germany. The consideration of the system's trade flow matrix is justified by the fact that the trade
balances account for 55-90 percent of the current accounts of the countries
considered in the paper. The ith country's import of commodity Xj from the
jth country is denoted as Xjj (i,j := 1.. n, i =£ j), its demand for its own tradeable
commodity as x^ (i := l..n), and its demand for its own non-tradeable
commodity as hj(i :=1.. n). It is assumed that imported commodities are
either consumed by households or used as inputs in production, or used for
both purposes. The ith country's final demands are derived from utility
maximization as follows:
max
{x,)

Ui (xli; x2j, . . . , xni, h,)

s.t.

y, £ ^ PÜ xji + n, hi

(4a)

n

(4b)
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where U; is the utility function of the ith country's representative household
and YJ is nominal income in terms of the ith currency. In what follows, a "hat"
over a variable denotes a nominal value in terms of local currency, whereas
the superscript "n" denotes a nominal value in terms of the reference
currency, chosen to be the U.S. dollar. Since the demand functions are
homogeneous of degree zero, relative prices are used. In the sequel, the price
of the home country's tradeable commodity, p^ := e u pj = pi( serves as a unit of
account. Hence, the demand functions for imported commodities can be
written as:
c xj i* _ c ixi*[ r î i

~

"L P»

P?

A"!

P^VP/V'-'-'P^

= cxf [Vi, q:, ril; ri2, . . . , rin]
= ^i?,[y i ,q i ,r i k (k:=l..n)],

(i, j := l . . n, j * i)

(5)

where y, is "real" income, qi is the relative price of the domestic non-tradeable
good, and
r

«<

:=

Pik

e

ikPk
'

nFii = "ITPi '

/' 1

1

(i,k:=l..n)

/ *— \

\

(6)

are the ith country's bilateral terms of trade. The demand functions for the
domestic tradeable good Xjj and for the domestic non-tradeable good h|,
which will not be estimated, are analogous to (5). In the absence of
transportation costs and import tariffs, the triangular arbitrage condition
holds true for any bilateral terms of trade:
(i,j,k:=l..n)

(7)

Relation (7) will be exploited in the simulation model. In the case of
intermediate goods, the demand for tradeables is derived from profit maximization. Denote as vik (k := l . . m) the domestic inputs (capital, labor, etc.) the
prices of which in terms of domestic currency are coik (k := I . . m), then the
profit maximization reads for the ith country:
m

max

{xs.hf.va.Xj,}

n

rij = p{ x* + nfö - k I= l «ikvik - I p^

',;!

(8a)

where n{ are profits of the ith country's representative firm, xf; is output of the
domestic tradeable commodity (XJ, and hf is output of the non-tradeable
commodity (HJ. The two last terms are costs for domestic inputs and
intermediate goods, respectively. Profit maximization is subject to a decreasingreturns-to-scale production function F:
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F (xfj, hf, vü, vi2, . . . , vim, Xu, x2i, . . . , xni) = 0

(8b)

Since the demand functions for inputs (and the supply functions of
outputs) are homogeneous of degree zero, the demand functions for imported
(intermediate) goods are written in relative prices:
.„

Pi

n,

COU

C0im

pu

Pi2

p in

Pu

Pu

PU

PU

PU

PU

Pu

ex;= pXjT —, —, —,... —, —, —..., —
1
p

= x| [1, Qi, wu, . . . , wim, r il( ri2, . . . , r in ], (i, j := 1 ..n, j ^ i) (9)

where wik is the relative price of the domestic input factor. The definitions of
explanatory variables used in the estimation below are collected in (10):
n

Q

Vi
ik
.= -•"-'
= —i , :=—
(k := 1 .. m)
>
Pi ' 4ql : p; wi*k R v
'

yy

(10)

The ith country's total demand for the foreign tradeable Xj is the sum of
the demand for final goods as given in (5) and the demand for intermediate
goods as given in (9):
XjT= Xj [Vi, Qi, wik (k := 1 .. m), rik (k := 1 .. n,k =£ i)],
(ij := 1 .. n, j * i)

(11)

These are the n-times (n-1) long-run import demand functions to be
estimated, which yield each country's trade balance. The partial derivatives of
the import demand functions can have either sign, depending on income and
substitution effects.
As regards the services balance, the same functions are assumed to hold
for the flow of services (to a first approximation). Denote as s$ (i,j := 1.. n, j ^ i)
the ith country's import of real services from the jth country. Since data on
the bilateral flows of services are not available, total imports and exports are
considered. The ith country's total exports of real services a? are, given the
analogous functions (11) for the long-run functions s|
af= I s| [yj( q j; wjk (k := 1.. m), r jk (k := 1.. n, k * j)]

(12)

i*i

Let x," and s," denote the ith country's total nominal exports of domestic
tradeable commodity and services, respectively, then the ith country's export
shares are defined as:

v=f=|,
n

1

te*«- )

13

<)

n

Approximating (Sj* /s* ) by c^, the relative change in total exports of services
can be written as:
d(ln a,*) = I ou d(ln sf )
i* i

(14)
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Differentiate totally the right-hand side of (12), substitute in (14), use the
relation d(ln r jk ) = d(ln r ik ) - d(ln r^), then (14) becomes (15):

d(ln a*) = lac [E (s$ y,) d(ln Vj) + E (sf; q;) d(ln q,)
m

+ ^ECsJWjJdOnWjJ]

+ I [ I äik E (sjj, rki) - Eg Z E (s| rjk)] d(ln r(j)
]^i

k £ i, )

k£]

(15)

where E (x,y) denotes the elasticity of x with regard to y. Consider the second
term first, which is written as:

Z ä, E (s? q,) d(ln qj) = E (a* qj I. ^^1^ d(ln q,)

J *i

J *i

E, (d.-t, qj

(16)

defining the aggregate relative price of the non-tradeables:
d(lnqi):

E(sjqj)
=il,°«E7ate d ( l n ^

(1?)

On the assumption that (i) the ratios of elasticities are close to one and (ii)
the export shares are constant values (though time-dependent in the
empirical part), the aggregate relative price of the non-tradeables (qj is the
weighted geometric mean of the foreign countries' relative prices of their
non-tradeables, the weights being export shares:

Qi := H (qj) °«
i*'

(18)

Formula (18) is used as a definition for the following reasons: (i) there is no
exact solution to the aggregation problem; (ii) in both estimation and
simulation, the explanatory variables, except for incomes, are transformed
into indices with the first quarter of 1978 used as the base period. The
geometric rather than the arithmetic mean is consistent in both absolute and
relative values; and (in) the above mentioned assumptions might be too
restrictive. Similarity, the aggregate relative prices of domestic inputs are
defined as:
w ik := jH* i (wjk) °«, (k := 1.. m)

(19)

Given the sensitivity of the simulation model, the arithmetic mean has
been chosen for aggregate incomes:

yi := |. ay yj

(20)
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Using (18)-(20), the ith country's total exports of real services can be
estimated as (21):
*?= affo., qj, wik (k := 1.. m), ^ (j := 1.. n, j ± i)], (i := 1.. n) (21)
The advantage of (21) is that (i) the number of variables has been reduced
and (ii) only the ith country's bilateral terms of trade are included. The partial
derivatives of the long-run export function can have either sign. However, it
can be seen from (15) that the partial derivatives with regard to the bilateral
terms of trade are all positive if (i) domestic services are gross substitutes for
all foreign services and non-inferior in foreign countries' imports in the case
of final demand (using the consumer's homogeneity condition) and (ii)
domestic services are substitutes for all foreign services and non-inferior
inputs in the case of intermediate goods (using the producer's homogeneity
condition).
Next, consider the ith country's aggregate nominal imports of services in
terms of its own currency:

b* = j l j

Pij

sj [vi; q, wik (k := 1.. m), rik (k := 1.. n, k * i)] (22)

Let the ith country's import shares be defined as:
a

(23)
'^ = l|' ( £ a ' = 1 )
where rhj denotes total nominal imports of goods in terms of domestic
currency. Approximating (p^ sj/bf) by a,;, then the relative change in total
nominal imports of services is given by:

d(lnbf) = I.

aji

d(ln

Pij)

+ Z^ddns*)

:= d(ln PO + d(ln bf)

(24)

The first term on the right-hand side is the relative change in prices of total
nominal imports of services and the second term the relative change in total
real imports. Using the relation d(ln r^ = d(ln p^) - d(ln p,;), the deflator of
aggregate nominal imports becomes:
d(lnp L )= d(lnpj)+ Z ( asi d(ln g

:= d(ln Pi) + d(ln rj

(25)

and for constant import shares:
Pi. = Pi r„

r,= .rug au

(26)
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If import shares are constant values, then the real effective exchange rate rlt
multiplied by the price of the domestic tradeable good Pj, is the ideal deflator
of aggregate nominal imports, which has been used in calculating total
imports of real services. Differentiating totally the functions sj, aggregate real
imports become:
d(ln bf ) = I QJ, [E (s? yi) d(ln yj + E (s? Qi) d(ln qj
j*i
m

+ Z E (s*, wil() d(ln wj]
k= 1

+ Z [I

k* i j ^ i

a j i E(sÜ;r i k )]d(lnr i k )

(27)

Whereas the signs of the sums of elasticities are, in general, ambiguous, it
can be shown that the elasticities of total real imports with regard to the
bilateral terms of trade are all negative if (i) domestic and foreign services are
gross substitutes in the case of final demand (using the Cournot aggregation
for (27)) and (ii) foreign services are both superior inputs and substitutes for
domestic inputs in the case of intermediate goods (using the producer's
symmetry and homogeneity conditions for (27). The long-run functions for
aggregate imports of real services to be estimated are:
bf= bf[yi, q,, wik (k := 1.. m), rilt (k := 1.. n, k* i)], (i := 1.. n) (28)
In the simulation model, only n-1 long-run functions need to be estimated for
(21) or (28), respectively.
HI. Empirical Application
The following countries or group of countries have been considered: (1)
the United States, (2) Japan, (3) the Federal Republic of Germany (FRG), (4)
Canada, (5) the United Kingdom, (6) Switzerland (CH), and (7) the rest of the
world, abbreviated as ROW. The U.S. dollar serves as the reference currency.
In order to compute aggregate prices and exchange rates, the rest of the world
has been divided up into country groups taken from the Direction of Trade
Statistics (DOTS) published by the International Monetary Fund (IMF) as
given in Table 1. For each country group, a representative country has been
chosen. Where not all required time series are available, those of a substitute
country, as shown in parentheses in Table 1, have been taken. There are, at
least, two conceivable ways of constructing aggregate variables for the rest of
the world. First, appropriate aggregation over imports and exports of the rest
of the world from and to the six industrialized countries (l)-(6) as shown in
(15) and (27) requires the consideration of 30 additional bilateral terms of
trade between the rest of the world and the six industrialized countries. As a
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Table l - Rest of the World
Country groups in DOTS

No.

Industrialized countries
excluding countries (l)-(6)
Oil exporting countries
Africa
Asia
Western Hemisphere
Europe, Middle East, U.S.S.R.,
and Eastern Europe

8
9
10
11
12
13

Representative countries
France
Saudi Arabia
South Africa
Korea (India)
Brazil (Mexico)
Hungary (Portugal)

consequence, the triangular arbitrage condition (7) does not hold anymore
for r j7 (j := 1.. 6). Moreover, different weighting schemes for income and
relative prices of ROW are needed. Secondly, the aggregation is done in such
a way that the weights are dependent on total, but independent of bilateral
trade flows from and to the six industrialized countries. Although less
appropriate than the first approach, the problem of additional bilateral terms
of trade is avoided, and the triangular arbitrage condition (7) still holds true.
On account of the simulation model, the second approach has been chosen,
using the following weights. Let x n j be the nominal merchandise imports of
the jth country group of ROW (j := 8.. 13) from the six industrialized
countries (l)-(6) in terms of U.S. dollars, i.e.,
Xn;= X XH.

•' i-1 " •

(j:=8..13)

(29)

and similarity, let xf be the nominal merchandise exports of the jth country
group of ROW (j := 8 . . 13) to the six industrialized countries (l)-(6), let m£
be the total nominal imports of ROW from these countries, i.e.,
13

m?= X x n j

(30)

and similarity, let x^ be the total nominal exports of ROW to these countries,
then the weights are defined as:
Yn

r

._

-i

i

Yn

I

' '~ m£ + x? '

(j:=8..13, X £ j = l )

(31)

Using the weights of (31), the foreign-currency/ROW exchange rates are
defined as:
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(32)

Since the weights in (31) are independent of bilateral trade flows from and to
the six industrialized countries (l)-(6), the triangular arbitrage condition
holds true for both exchange rates and bilateral terms of trade. Aggregate
prices of tradeable and non-tradeable goods, as well as of domestic input
factors of ROW are computed in a similar way as in (32), that is:
p7 := H (pA n7 := n (nA co7k := fl M\ (k := 1. .m) (33)
j=
However, nominal income, i.e., gross national product of ROW is directly
computed from world gross domestic product minus the sum of the gross
national products of the six industrialized countries (l)-(6), all in U.S.
dollars, using the fact that the summation of the gross national products of all
countries in the world yields world gross domestic product.
As suggested by Khan, Ross [1977], a log-linear form has first been tried
for all long-run import-demand functions. The results, however, proved to be
inferior to and much more sensitive in simulations than the linear functional
form we have finally chosen. The long-run import-demand functions are
transformed into short-run functions by means of the stock-adjustment
process in order to account for decision lags, production lags, delivery lags,
and so forth. Denote the short-run (actual) demand for imports as x^ and the
adjustment coefficient as Aji( then the stock-adjustment process reads:
xii = X | i x j f + ( l - A j i ) x i i ( - l ) ,

(i,j:=1..7,j^i)

(34)

where (-1) denotes a one-period lag and xjf is the long-run demand for
imports as given in (11). Similarity, denote the short-run demand for exports
of services as ai; that for aggregate imports of services as bb and the
corresponding adjustment coefficients as Aai and Abi, then
a; = Aai af+ (1 - XJ a; (-1),

(i := 1.. 6)

(35)

bi^bf+a-AJbiH),
(i:=1..6)
(36)
where af and bf are the long-run functions as given in (21) and (28),
respectively.
In conventional import equations, the activity variable is either split up
into a trend level (permanent income) and a ratio of current to trend value
(variation of transitory income) or used in a distributed-lag function [e.g. see
Goldstein et al, 1980]. A distributed-lag function without restrictions on
weights has been used here for income. Further, lagged relative prices are
often used to account for different adjustment speeds [e.g. see Thursby,
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Thursby, 1984]. Here, either the current or a lagged relative price is assumed
to be feasible, with the exception of the bilateral terms of trade in order to
keep the simulation model truly simultaneous.
The data used in estimation are described in the Appendix. The explanatory variables, except for incomes, have been transformed into indices with
the first quarter of 1978 as the base period. Current account items and
incomes (but not prices and exchange rates) have been seasonally adjusted.
Since quarterly data on gross domestic product by kind of economic activity
are not available, second-best proxies for the price of tradeables and for the
relative price of non-tradeables have been used, mostly the wholesale price
index of finished goods and the ratio of the GDP deflator to the wholesale
price index, respectively [Goldstein, Officer, 1979]. Two inputs of domestic
production have been considered: labor (vu) and capital (vi2). On the
assumption that the rental price of capital (co^) can be approximated by the
interest on the nominal value of capital per unit of real capital, it has been
calculated as the algebraic product of the long-term interest rate and the price
of one unit of capital (i.e., the implicit price index of gross fixed capital
formation used in national income accounting).
Since the estimated import functions are unstable for the first three years
of the flexible exchange-rate system, the observation period has been restricted to the years 1976:1 - 1983:4. The 54 equations have simultaneously been
estimated by Wold's [1965] fixed-point method. The selection of the equations has been based on the following three goals. Firstly, coefficients have to
pass a certain threshold value in terms of t-statistic. Secondly, all commodities must be normal (negative own-price elasticity). Otherwise, there are no
sign restrictions in (34)-(36), except for the lagged dependent variable.
Thirdly, while the regression should fit the data as well as possible, it should
add to system stability with a view to the simulation model. (The last
requirement mostly leads to a trade-off.) The estimation results can be
obtained from the authors upon request.
IV. The Simulation Model
Two out of 54 equations could not be regressed satisfactorily, i.e., the
Japanese import of merchandise from Canada (x42) and the Canadian import
of merchandise from Switzerland (x^). Fortunately, these are very small
figures, both in absolute and relative size, which are set equal to their
observed values in the simulation model.
The estimated short-run functions (34)-(36) are transformed back into
their long-run counterparts (11), (21) and (28). (It should be noted that the
MERM is also based on long-run functions in order to avoid the J-curve
effect.) Denote the ith country's estimated current account balance expressed
in U.S. dollars (reference currency) at first-quarter-of-1978 prices of U.S.
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tradeable goods as ci; which is obtained from (i) inserting the observed
explanatory variables into the long-run functions (11), (21) and (28), and (ii)
summing exports and imports, denote the ith country's observed current
account balance in U.S. dollars at first-quarter-of-1978 prices of U.S. tradeable goods as C|, and using (26), then the simulation model can be written as a
system of six equations for the current account balances to be equalized:
r u .I.x?(. ) -.1. r l j X j f(. ) + rua,*(. ) - r^bf (. )
= Cj - (1 -0) q, (i :=1.. 6), 0 < <D S l

(37)

where 0 is the degree of current-account equalization. At the beginning of the
simulation, 0 is set equal to one; and (37) holds as an identity for the.
observed explanatory variables. Then, O is reduced step by step until it
becomes zero. At the final stage, the current accounts of all countries
(including ROW by definition) are equalized, except for estimation errors due
to regressions. In other words, all observed current account balances are
brought down to zero.
The simulation model (37) consists of 54 behavioral equations and 43
identities. By the triangular arbitrage condition (7), the 42 bilateral terms of
trade as well as the 7 real effective exchange rates rL can be made a function
of the 6 bilateral reference terms of trade, i.e., the bilateral terms of trade of
the U.S. (r12, r 13 ,..., rn). If the other explanatory variables are held constant
during the simulation, the 6 non-linear equations (37) can be solved simultaneously for the 6 (equilibrium) bilateral reference terms of trade. The
numerical algorithm proposed by Brown [1973] has been used for simulation.
It should be noted that the behavioral equations (11), (21) and (28) are
functions of current bilateral terms of trade only, that is, the system (37) is
fully interdependent.
As current account balances change, gross national products change by
definition, other things being equal. (In the MERM, it has been assumed that
governments implement compensating policies in order to stabilize real
incomes.) Therefore, real incomes are divided up into "base income" yb (i.e.,
income in external equilibrium) and the current account balance, the former
defined as:
yf-yi-c^,

(i :=!..?)

(38)

Hence, real income can be written as:
y, = yj> + c i r il a> 1

(i:=1..7)

(39)

At the beginning of the simulation when cD is equal to one, y{ in (39) is equal to
observed real income, whereas at the end of the simulation when 0 is equal to
zero, then y( in (39) is equal to base income.
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For the system (37) to be stable, it is necessary for each country's current
account to improve as its bilateral terms of trade deteriorate. (Only twocountry stability conditions are used, considering each country in relation to
all other countries.) Defining the ith country's total nominal imports and
exports of merchandise in U.S. dollars obtained from the long-run functions
evaluated at the observed explanatory variables as mfn and xfn, respectively,
the following ratios (trade characteristics) are introduced:
A* ;= mf n/xf ", y* := af'Vxf n , y* := bfn/x*n

(40)

where the superscript "*" denotes (evaluations at) long-run functions and the
superscript "n", as before, a nominal value in U.S. dollars. Differentiating
the long-run functions (11), (21) and (28) with regard to the bilateral terms of
trade and using the triangular arbitrage condition (7), the relative change in
the ith country's estimated current account balance becomes after some
manipulations:
de,
p, dc;
^ = -^r=-d(lnr,i)
+ .*.

[J aik E (xl, rkj) - dij kl E (x£ rju)] d(ln r^)

- AjM -d(ln rü) + .E. [o, + k E. auE (x& ri()] d(ln r if ) }

+ Y*{-d(lnr ü ) +.E.E (ai* r,,) d(ln r,-) }
-

Yi*{

-d(ln r n ) + E. f aji + E (bf, r^)] d(ln r,) }
(i :=1.. n)

(41)

It has been assumed that the import and export shares of both short-run and
long-run functions are (approximately) the same, that is, o^ = cîjf and o^ = cc.
Obviously, (41) also applies to short-run functions once the appropriate
substitutions are made (replace starred by unstarred variables). The timedependent elasticities and trade characteristics can be computed from the
long-run functions (11), (21) and (28) evaluated at the observed explanatory
variables. A simple, necessary but not sufficient condition for system stability
is obtained when the bilateral reference terms of trade deteriorate to the same
extent. For instance, set d(ln rjj) = 1 (j := 2 .. 7) and dej > 0 in (41), then a
generalized Marshall/Lerner condition is obtained for the U.S. (i = 1):
{-jEialiE(x1*i>ril)-XfjEiallkEiE(xj*)rlk) + YfkE]E(af,rIk)
-Yl* E E ( b * r l k ) } / ( A f + A f ) > l
k*l

(42a)

Given the assumptions mentioned in Section II, the sum of elasticities in the
third term is positive, whereas the remaining sums are negative. For the other
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countries, a different generalized Marshall/Lerner condition is obtained:
{ - I «g E (Xjf, r-i) - A* I djj I E (x*, rik) + y* I E (a*, rik)
j *i

j ^ i k ^ i

-Yf Z E ( b * r i k ) } / ( l + Y f ) > l ,
k ^i

k* i

(i:=2..7)

(42b)

Apart from other requirements mentioned in Section III, the selection of the
estimated short-run functions has been based on the system-stability conditions (42).
In solving the simulation model (37), full current-account equalization
has been attained for 16 points of time, a partial equalization for 11 points of
time, but no equalization for the remaining 5 of the total 32 observations. It
might be possible to obtain a solution for all the points of time considered in
the paper by further re-ordering of the equations.
V. Equilibrium Exchange Rates
The solution of the simulation model (37) yields bilateral reference terms
of trade in external equilibrium, from which equilibrium exchange rates are
computed, using the definition for the bilateral terms of trade in (6), holding
prices constant, and using the triangular arbitrage condition (2). Since it is
beyond the scope of this paper to deal with financial asset markets, in
particular the money-demand and money-supply functions for each country,
no equilibrium prices are used. To be sure, exchange rates (in equilibrium) are
both a monetary and a real phenomenon [Niehans, 1984]. We decided to
focus on the real factors in this paper, because it will be impossible to
determine equilibrium exchange rates within the framework of a multicountry model including financial asset markets unless the bilateral terms of
trade can be simulated from the system of international trade.
The results for the foreign-currency prices of the U.S. dollar (except for
the dollar/pound exchange rate) are depicted in absolute value in the Figure.
The following points are worth noting. Firstly the equilibrium exchange rates
for the second quarter of 1983 (there is no solution available for the first
quarter) differ by some ten percent from those obtained by Williamson [1985]
for the first quarter of 1983. The difference can be attributed to the facts that
in the MERM (i) real incomes are held constant, (ii) not all countries' current
accounts are balanced, (in) not the same countries are lumped together into
ROW and (iv) equilibrium prices are used. Secondly, the U.S. dollar was
overvalued against all the other currencies considered in the paper in 1983,
and one would expect this result to apply to 1984 and 1985, in which the U.S.
current account deficit increased further. In fact, the percentage deviation of
the equilibrium from the observed exchange rates increased considerably in
1983 as compared with the previous years. One exception is the period
1980-1981, in which the U.K. ran an exceptional current account surplus due
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Observed and Equilibrium Exchange Rates for Various Currencies
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to the beginning of North Sea oil production which, in turn, is indicated by a
19 percent overvaluation of the U.S. dollar against the pound sterling in Table
2. Thirdly, the U.S. dollar/pound sterling exchange rate did not overshoot in
1980/81 due to North Sea oil production, given the definition of mediumterm equilibrium used in this paper (see the Figure). Two explanations are
conceivable: The foreign exchange market either underestimated North Sea
oil production or expected a permanent current account surplus of Great
Britain in the long run, the latter implying much lower dollar/pound
exchange rates in medium-term equilibrium than those computed in the
paper. The second argument seems to be plausible, although Great Britain's
current account surpluses shrank, due to falling oil prices, rather rapidly
towards zero during the next two years. Fourthly, a U.S. current account deficit
does not necessarily imply that the U.S. dollar must depreciate against all
other currencies in order to restore balanced current accounts of all countries. In 1977 and early 1978, when the U.S. ran a current account deficit in
the same order of magnitude as the one in 1983, the U.S. dollar should have
appreciated against the Canadian dollar and partly against the pound
sterling, whereas it should have depreciated against the remaining currencies.
This clearly indicates that bilateral trade balances effects might be misleading
when compared with those of a closed system. In particular, when the United
States ran a trade deficit with Canada, her most important trading partner,
during the observation period, the computation indicates that the U.S. dollar
was undervalued rather than overvalued against the Canadian dollar. Fifthly,
as argued in Williamson [1985], misalignments can persist over years. We find
that they are most accentuated in the case of the German mark/US, dollar
Table 2 - Percentage Deviation of the Equilibrium from the Observed
Exchange Rate
Exchange Rates
Year

Yen/U.S.$
6
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1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983

1.8
4.2
3.9
0.5
1.8
1.7
3.8
10.5

DM/U.S.$ Can$/U.S.$
e

31

2.3
6.0
7.4
2.0
4.7
3.0
5.7
15.1

e

41

5.1
5.3
5.4
6.1
3.3
3.3
3.2
2.4

£/U.S.$
e

51

5.4
7.1
3.7
1.9
18.7
13.7
10.2
9.0

SFr./U.S.$ ROW/U.S.$
e
en
61

7.6
13.5
13.5
5.0
8.0
3.5
11.0
23.7

2.8
3.6
3.3
1.5
3.1
2.1
5.3
9.8

Note: Figures are the mean of quarterly absolute percentage deviations. Figures for 1979
are generally low because of a low degree of current account equalization attained in the
simulation.
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exchange rate, the U.S. dollar/pound sterling exchange rate, and more
recently the Japanese yen/U.S. dollar exchange rate. Finally, equilibrium
cross rates do not necessarily reflect bilateral trade balances. For instance, the
German mark should have appreciated against the Japanese yen in 1978,
although Germany ran a trade deficit with Japan. This applies to other cross
rates, too.
VI. Concluding Remarks
This paper is a first attempt to compute bilateral exchange rates in
(medium-term) equilibrium. It has been shown that it is possible to simulate
bilateral exchange rates which are fully interdependent in a multi-country
econometric model, and that the stability problems, which may arise in
econometric models of international trade, can be solved. Apart from being
the focus of this paper, bilateral exchange rates are used in order to avoid two
problems. Firstly, they permit to consider easily countries' bilateral trade
flows which, in turn, increase total price effects on aggregate imports and
exports; the latter tend to improve the system's stability according to the
Marshall/Lerner condition. Secondly, the problem of defining real effective
exchange rates is bypassed. (For another approach see Krelle, Welsch [1985].)
The real effective exchange rate, which is an index of bilateral terms of trade,
not only depends on import and export shares but also on price elasticities
and other trade characteristics; and the weights attached to bilateral terms of
trade can be negative, do not, in general, sum up to unity, and depend on the
intended use of the real effective exchange rate [e.g. see Buttler, 1985].
The numerical results presented in this paper are, of course, contingent
upon the assumptions made to define medium-term equilibrium, which are:
Firstly, all countries' current accounts are balanced, that is, there will be no
further accumulation of net foreign assets or liabilities in medium-term
equilibrium to be reached in one or two years onwards from the points of
time considered in the simulations; secondly, countries' real incomes adjust
for changes in the current account on the way to medium-term equilibrium,
that is, governments are assumed not to implement compensating policies in
order to stabilize output; and thirdly, countries' other internal variables
remain constant, that is, future changes in domestic, endogenous variables
are not taken into account. The simulations are obviously snapshots along
countries' trajectories, and they apply to the concept of a non-growing
(stationary) world economy continuously disturbed by monetary, fiscal, and
real shocks on its way along the trajectory towards medium-term (static)
equilibrium. (Disregarding the possibility of disequilibrium phenomena,
economies are in temporary (short-run) equilibrium along their trajectories,
implying, for instance, net capital flows.)
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The extension of the multi-country econometric model, to be addressed in
future research, should include domestic commodities and financial asset
markets fitting consistently for the framework of the building block presented
in this paper. Hence, commodity and capital flows can be made dependent on
countries' monetary and fiscal policies, as well as on real shocks; long-run
equilibrium exchange rates become contingent upon countries' future courses
of monetary and fiscal policies sustainable in steady state; and net capital
flows among countries to prevail in long-run equilibrium are determined
endogenously, admitting the possibility of permanent current account
imbalances.
Appendix
Data Sources:
Direction of Trade Statistics (IMF)
Balance of Payments Statistics (IMF)
International Financial Statistics (IMF)
Supplement on Trade Statistics, Supplement Series No. 4,
International Financial Statistics (IMF)
UN
United Nations Statistical Yearbook
OECD OECD Quarterly National Accounts
SNB
Swiss National Bank
In both estimation and simulation, absolute and relative prices, exchange
rates, and bilateral terms of trade are indices with the first quarter of 1978
chosen as the base period. The dependent variables and incomes (but not
prices, exchange rates, and bilateral terms of trade) have been seasonally
adjusted (where necessary).
DOTS
BOPS
IPS
IFSS

Dependent Variables:
cf

: Current account balance in millions of U.S. dollars; transformation
from SDKs into U.S. dollars by the official conversion rates in BOPS.
Sources: BOPS and SNB.

Ci

: Current account balance in real U.S. dollars, C; := cf/pj.

a?, bj1 : Total exports and imports of services, factor incomes, and unrequited
transfers. Computed from total credit and debit of current accounts
minus total exports and imports of merchandise obtained from bilateral trade flows (xj;). Sources: BOPS and DOTS.
h, fa, : Real exports and imports, a; := af/(e li p i ), b, := bf/fojpjrj.
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x|j

: Flow of merchandise from country i to country } in millions of
U.S. dollars, export f.o.b. values. Where export f.o.b. values are not
available, corresponding import elf. values have been converted into
export f.o.b. values by means of the freight-and-insurance factors of
IFSS. Source: DOTS.

Xjj

: Real flows, ^ := xjj/fojpj).

Explanatory Variables:
Cjj

: Exchange rate. Source: IPS (line rf or rh).

ii

: Long-term interest rate. Source: IPS (line 61).

Pi

: Price of tradeable goods; mostly price index of finished goods (for
notes see text). Source: IPS (line 63b or similar line).

y,

: Nominal GNP in billions of domestic currency. For the six industrialized countries (l)-(6), the source is IPS (line 99a), for ROW the
source is UN. Nominal World GDP in billions of U.S. dollars has
been transformed into quarterly data. Swiss GDP has been converted
into GNP by means of the current account statistics of the SNB.

y?

: Nominal GNP in billions of U.S. dollars, yf := y( e^.

yi

: Real income, ^ := y/p;.

rij

: GDP deflator used to compute the relative price of non-tradeable
goods (see text). Sources: OECD and IPS (lines 99a and 99ar).

cOjj

: Nominal wage rate. Source: IPS (line 65 ey).

ui2

: Rental price of capital (for notes see text), ui2 := ijZj.

Zi

: Implicit price index of gross fixed capital formation. Source: OECD.
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Z u s a m m e n f a s s u n g : Gleichgewichtskurse in einem Mehr-Länder-Modell: Eine ökonometrische Studie. - Der Zweck dieses Aufsatzes ist es, in einem ökonometrischen MehrLänder-Modell die Gleichgewichts-wechselkurse für den U.S.-Dollar, den Yen, die D-Mark,
den kanadischen Dollar, das Pfund Sterling, den Schweizer Franken und einen Währungskorb der restlichen Länder zu berechnen. Daraus ergeben sich drei wesentliche Folgerungen:
Erstens, obwohl das Modell örtlich stabil ist, sind Simulationen mit diesem Modell, in dem alle
bilateralen Wechselkurse voll interdependent sind, nicht für alle Zeitpunkte möglich. Zweitens ist der U.S.-Dollar nicht zwangsläufig gegenüber allen anderen Währungen überbewertet,
wenn ein großes Defizit in der U.S.-Leistungsbilanz besteht. Drittens ist die bilaterale
Handelsbilanz kein zuverlässiger Maßstab dafür, ob der entsprechende Wechselkurs überbewertet ist oder nicht.

Résumé: Taux de change d'équilibre dans un modèle multi-pays: une étude économétrique. - Le but de cet article est de computer les taux de change d'équilibre dans un modèle
économétrique multi-pays pour le dollar E.U., yen japonais, mark allemand, dollar canadien,
la livre sterling, franc suisse, et une monnaie composite pour le reste du monde. Il y a trois
conclusions importantes. Premièrement, la simulation à l'aide du modèle économétrique qui
est complètement interdépendant concernant les taux de change bilatéraux, n'est pas possible
pour toutes les dates bien que le modèle soit localement stable. Deuxièmement, le dollar E.U.
ne doit pas être surévalué nécessairement vis-à-vis toutes les autres monnaies quand il y a un
grand déficit au compte courant des E.U. Troisièmement, la balance commerciale bilatérale
n'est pas une mesure reliable de la surévaluation ou sous-évaluation du taux de change
bilatéral correspondant.

Resumen: Tasas de cambio en equilibrio en un modelo multinacional: un estudio
econométrico. - El objeto de este trabajo es calcular tasas de cambio en equilibrio con un
modelo multinacional para el dölar norteamericano, el yen japonés, el marco alemân, el dölar
canadiense, la libra esterlina, el franco suizo y una moneda compuesta representando al resto
del mundo. Se obtienen très conclusiones. Primero, que no résulta posible simular el modelo
econométrico, que es totalmente interdependiente con respecta a las tasas de cambio
bilatérales, para todos los puntos en el tiempo, a pesar de ser estable localmente. Segundo, que
el dölar EEUU no tiene porqué estar necesariamente sobrevaluado frente a las demâs
monedas en el caso de un déficit importante en la balanza comercial de los EEUU. Tercero,
que el saldo de la balanza comercial bilatéral no constituye una medida conflable para
establecer si la tasa de cambio bilatéral correspondiente esta sobrevaluada o no.

